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VIRTUAL LINKAGGREGATION OF 
NETWORK TRAFFIC IN AN AGGREGATION 

SWITCH 

BACKGROUND 

0001 Computing and communication networks typically 
include devices. Such as routers, Switches orgateways, which 
transfer or Switch data, Such as packets, from one or more 
Sources to one or more destinations. A packet is a structure 
that encapsulates data for transmission through a network 
based on control information that is stored in a header portion 
of the packet. 
0002. A network switch, in particular, may include a net 
working device that connects network segments and comput 
ing devices. Network Switches typically process and forward 
data at the data link (Layer 2) layer of the Open System 
Interconnection (OSI) model. 
0003. In some network switch configurations, multiple 
access Switches may each connect to a number of network 
devices. For example, a “server farm' may include hundreds 
or thousands of servers, where each of the servers may con 
nect to a port of one of the access Switches. Each of the access 
Switches may in turn connect to one or more aggregation 
Switches. The aggregation Switches may be logically com 
bined to appear as a single “virtual aggregation Switch. The 
virtual aggregation Switch may allow network administrators 
to maintain a single operating system and configuration infor 
mation for the virtual aggregation Switch. 
0004 Individual aggregation Switches in a virtual aggre 
gation Switch may be directly connected to one another. In 
order to maximize the overall bandwidth of the system, it is 
desirable that data traffic between the individual aggregation 
Switches is minimized. 

SUMMARY 

0005 One implementation is directed a network switch 
that may include a number of input ports to receive data units, 
the data units including destination addresses each corre 
sponding to an intended network destination for the data 
units; a number of output ports to transmit the data units from 
the network switch over a respective plurality of output links: 
a forwarding table to store entries that each define a corre 
spondence between one of the destination addresses and an 
output identifier for the network switch, where the output 
identifier includes an aggregated link that represents a first 
plurality of possible output links or a virtual aggregated link 
that represents a second set of possible output links, where the 
virtual aggregated link is associated with a second network 
Switch; logic to receive information indicating that a link 
corresponding to the second network Switch has failed; and 
logic to, in response to receiving the information indicating 
that the link corresponding to the second network Switch has 
failed, remove selected output links of the second plurality of 
possible output links from the virtual aggregated link. 
0006 Another implementation may be directed to a net 
work switch that includes a number of import ports to receive 
data units, the data units including destination addresses each 
corresponding to an intended network destination for the data 
units; a number of output ports to transmit the data units from 
the network switch over a respective set of output links; and a 
forwarding table to store entries that each define a correspon 
dence between one of the destination addresses and an output 
identifier for the network switch, where at least a first one of 
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the output identifiers includes an aggregated link that repre 
sents a first set of possible output links, and where at least a 
second one of the output identifiers includes a virtual aggre 
gated link, associated with a second network Switch, that 
represents a second set of possible output links, where desti 
nation addresses in the forwarding table for the virtual aggre 
gated link correspond to network devices connected to the 
second network Switch. 
0007. In yet another implementation, a method may 
include creating, at a Switch in a network, an aggregated link 
that represents a first set of possible output links from the 
Switch; receiving, at the Switch in the network, a virtual 
aggregated link, associated with a second Switch, the virtual 
aggregated link representing a second set of possible output 
links from the Switch; implementing, by the Switch, a for 
warding table that stores correspondences between MAC 
addresses and the aggregated link and between the MAC 
addresses and the virtual aggregated link; updating, at the 
Switch in the network and in the forwarding table, in response 
to received update information, correspondences between 
MAC addresses of computing devices connected to the sec 
ond Switch and the virtual aggregated link; and outputting 
data units received by the switch at an output port determined 
based on a lookup into the forwarding table. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008. The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo 
rated in and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate 
one or more implementations described here and, together 
with the description, explain these implementations. In the 
drawings: 
0009 FIG. 1 is a diagram of an exemplary system in which 
concepts described herein may be implemented; 
0010 FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary switch 
which may correspond to one of the switches shown in FIG. 
1; 
0011 FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary imple 
mentation of a Switching system; 
0012 FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating exemplary opera 
tions of a Switch; 
0013 FIG. 5 is a diagram conceptually illustrating a por 
tion of an exemplary forwarding table for an access Switch; 
0014 FIG. 6 is a diagram conceptually illustrating a por 
tion of an exemplary forwarding table after updating a media 
access control (MAC) address to correspond to a virtual 
aggregated link: 
0015 FIG. 7 is a diagram conceptually illustrating a por 
tion of the exemplary forwarding table shown in FIG. 6 after 
updating the memberships of the virtual aggregated link; and 
0016 FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating operation of access 
Switches and node Switches in handling a failed link. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0017. The following detailed description of the invention 
refers to the accompanying drawings. The same reference 
numbers in different drawings may identify the same or simi 
lar elements. Also, the following detailed description does not 
limit the invention. 
0018. As described herein, links from an access switch to 
a number of aggregation Switches may be aggregated and 
stored in a forwarding table of the access Switch as a single 
aggregated link. Aggregated links from other access Switches 
may also be stored in the forwarding table as virtual aggre 
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gation links. When a link between an aggregation Switch and 
another access switch fails, the link failure may be reflected in 
the virtual aggregated link. Because the link failure is 
reflected in the virtual aggregated link, data traffic to the other 
access switch may be switched away from the failed link. 

Exemplary System Overview 

0019 FIG. 1 is a diagram of an exemplary system 100 in 
which concepts described herein may be implemented. Sys 
tem 100 may include a switching system 105 connected to a 
number of client computing or networking devices 110. Each 
device 110 may be for example, a client or server computing 
device, or a network device such as a gateway to another 
network. The number or locations of devices 110 may be such 
that a single switch may not be able to feasibly service all of 
devices 110. Accordingly, switching system 105 may include 
a number of hierarchically arranged switches. The switches in 
switching system 105 may switch data units at least at the 
Layer 2 network layer in the OSI network model. 
0020 Switching system 105 may include a chassis 130 
that connects to N access switches 120-1 through 120-N 
(collectively referred to as “access switches 120” and singu 
larly as “access switch 120'). Access switches 120 may be 
edge Switches designed to connect to computing devices, 
Such as devices 110. In one implementation, each access 
switch 120 may include, for example, forty-eight (48) ports 
designed to connect to devices 110. Each access switch 120 
may also include a number of ports, such as eight, designed to 
connect to chassis 130. The upstream ports to chassis 130 
may support higher bandwidth links than the links to devices 
110. For example, each upstream port to chassis 130 may be 
an 10 GE (10 gigabit Ethernet) port, while ports to devices 
110 may be 1 GE. 
0021 Chassis 130 may be a “virtual chassis designed to 
house one or more aggregation (node) switches 140-1 
through 140-J (collectively referred to as “node switches 
140 and singularly as “node switch 140). The number of 
node switches 140 placed in chassis 130 may be user config 
urable up to a maximum number. Thus, an administrator 
could potentially add additional node switches 140 as needed 
to chassis 130. Node switches 140 may generally include 
higher capacity Switches than access Switches 120. 
0022. In one implementation, each access switch 120 may 
be connected (linked) to each node switch 140. Nodes 
switches 140 may also be connected to one another. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 1, neighboring node Switches 
140-1 and 140-2 may be connected to one another. Links 
between node switches 140 may be used for control and data 
traffic. Ideally, the links between node switches 140 may be 
used as much as possible for control traffic while minimizing 
the use of the links for data traffic. In operation, data units 
received from a computing device 110 connected to an access 
Switch, Such as access Switch 120-1, and destined for a com 
puting device 110 connected to another access Switch, such as 
access switch 120-N, may be switched from access switch 
120-1 to one of node switches 140 and then to access switch 
120-N. 

Exemplary Switch Architecture 
0023 FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary switch 
200, which may correspond to one of switches 120 or 140. 
0024. As previously mentioned, switch 200 may perform 
network Switching at the Layer 2 network layer. Switching at 
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the Layer 2 layer may generally include looking up destina 
tion addresses, such as addresses specified by a MAC address 
and/or a virtual local area network (VLAN) identifier, asso 
ciated with an incoming data unit. The lookup may determine 
the appropriate output port or link for the data unit. The 
lookup may be based on a forwarding table that is updated 
based on one or more link layer protocols executed by switch 
2OO. 

(0025. As shown in FIG. 2, switch 200 may include a 
software portion 220 and a hardware portion 230. Software 
portion 220 may include software designed to control switch 
200. Software portion 220 may, for example, implement an 
operating system for Switch 200 and may execute processes 
designed to implement the network protocols used by Switch 
200. Software portion 220 may control hardware portion 230 
and provide an interface for user configuration of switch 200. 
In general, Software portion 220 may implement the functions 
of the switch 200 that are either related to control or that can 
be implemented in the “slow path’ through switch 200. Soft 
ware portion 220, although shown as a single abstract block 
220 in FIG. 2, may be implemented through, for example, one 
or more general purpose processors 222 and one or more 
computer memories 224. Processors 222 may include proces 
sors, microprocessors, or other types of processing logic that 
may interpret and execute instructions. Computer memories 
224 (also referred to as computer-readable media herein) may 
include random access memory (RAM), read-only memory 
(ROM), or another type of dynamic or static storage device 
that may store information and instructions for execution by 
processors 222. 
0026. Hardware portion 230 may include circuitry for effi 
ciently processing data units received by network device 200. 
Hardware portion 230 may include, for example, logic, Such 
as an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field 
programmable gate array (FPGA), and/or a ternary content 
addressable memory (TCAM). Hardware portion 230 may, 
for example, receive incoming data units, extract header 
information for the data units, and process the data units 
based on the extracted header information. 
0027 Hardware portion 230 may particularly include a 
forwarding table 232 and a switch fabric 234. Forwarding 
table 232 may be used to lookup the appropriate output port 
for incoming data units. Forwarding table 232 may be 
updated based on the network protocols implemented by 
software portion 220. Based on the result of the lookup in 
forwarding table 232, the data unit may be switched to the 
appropriate output port through switch fabric 234. 
0028 Switch 200 may also include ports for receiving and 
transmitting data units. Input ports 250 and output ports 260 
are particularly shown for switch 200. 
0029. It can be appreciated that although switch 200 is 
shown as including a Software portion 220 and a hardware 
portion 230, switch 200 may, in some implementations, be 
implemented entirely through software. 
0030 FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary imple 
mentation of a Switching system similar to Switching system 
105, labeled as switching system 305. In this example, 
switching system 305 may include four access switches 
320-1 through 320-4 (collectively referred to as “access 
switches 320” and singularly as “access switch 320”), which 
may also be referred to as A1, A2, A3, and A4, respectively. 
Switching system 305 may also include a chassis 330 that 
includes four aggregation (node) Switches 340-1 through 
340-4 (collectively referred to as “node switches 340' and 
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singularly as “node switch 340), which may also be referred 
to as N1, N2, N3, and N4, respectively. Access switches 320, 
chassis 330, and node switches 340 may include the features 
described above in connection with access switches 120, 
chassis 130, and node switches 140, respectively (FIG. 1). 
0031. As shown, a network link may connect each access 
switch 320 to each node switch 340. Additionally, links may 
connect neighboring ones of node switches 340. The link 
between access switch A1 and node N1 will be referred to as 
link A1N1. Similar notation may be used to refer to the other 
links shown in FIG. 3. 
0032. A network discovery protocol may be used to allow 
switches 320 and 340 to determine the output port corre 
sponding to the MAC/VLAN destination values that that are 
received with incoming data units. For example, when a data 
unit includes a destination MAC/VLAN address that is not 
known in forwarding table 232 of the receiving switch, the 
receiving switch 320 or 340 may flood the data unit to all of its 
output ports. A protocol Such as a Spanning Tree Protocol 
(STP) may be used to ensure a loop-free topology for the 
network. For STP to be able to function properly, each access 
switch 320 may be limited to one logical link to chassis 330. 
To allow STP to function, multiple links from an access 
Switch 320 may be logically combined through linkaggrega 
tion. 
0033) Aggregated links are shown in FIG.3 as LAG-A1 
(the links from access switch A1), LAG-A2 (the links from 
access switch A2), LAG-A3 (the links from access switch 
A3), and LAG-A4 (the links from access switch A4). For each 
access Switch 320, its corresponding LAG is a logical link that 
includes a number of member links. The member links for 
LAG-A1, for example, may include A1N1, A1N2, A1N3, and 
A1N4. From the point of view of A1, links A1N1, A1N2, 
A1N3, and A1N4 are encapsulated as the single link LAG 
A1. When a data unit is destined for a logical link, the access 
switch may select one of the members of the logical link over 
which the data unit is actually sent. For example, a hash may 
be performed based on the data unit to select a member link 
over which to forward the data unit. 
0034 Assume that link A1N3 in Switching system 305 
goes down (shown by an X in FIG.3). Further, assume that a 
packet is received at A2 and is destined for a device connected 
to A1. In this situation, access switch 320-2 may lookup the 
MAC address of the incoming data unit to determine that 
LAG-A2 corresponds to the data unit. Since LAG-A2 
includes the member A2N3, the data unit may be switched to 
node switch 340-3 (N3). Because link A1N3 is down, how 
ever, the data unit cannot be forwarded directly from N3 to 
A1. Instead, N3 may first forward the data unit to one of its 
neighbor switches N2 or N1 over the links connecting node 
switches 340 to one another. Ideally, for efficient switching at 
chassis 330, the data unit should not traverse these intra 
chassis links. In the following sections, techniques are 
described that allow access Switches to gather information so 
that an inbound access Switch does not forward to a chassis 
switch which cannot directly forward to an outbound access 
switch. 

Operation of the Switching System 

0035 FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating exemplary opera 
tions of a Switch, such as one of access Switches 320, consis 
tent with aspects described herein. An access switch 320 may 
propagate information describing a LAG associated with the 
access switch 320 to other switches in switching system 305 
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(block 405). Portions of a forwarding table corresponding to 
the LAG may also be propagated to the other access Switches 
(block 405). This information can be propagated through 
switching system 305 in a number of ways. For example, a 
protocol such as a Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) 
may be used. LLDP is a known protocol for network devices 
to advertising their identities and capabilities on a local net 
work. Alternatively, other known or proprietary protocols 
may be used. In one implementation, the LAG information 
may be propagated through node Switches 340 to access 
Switches 320. 

0036. If LAG information propagated in block 405 is 
received at access switches 320 (block 410 YES), access 
switch 320 may add the LAG information to its forwarding 
table (block 415). The received LAGs are not the “real'LAGs 
for the access switch and will be referred to herein as virtual 
LAGs (VLAGs). The members for each VLAG may be ini 
tially set to be the same as for the real LAG for access switch 
320 (block 415). 
0037 FIG. 5 is a diagram conceptually illustrating a por 
tion of an exemplary forwarding table 500 for an access 
switch, such as access switch 340-2 (A2). Forwarding table 
500 may generally store forwarding information for incom 
ing data units. In layer 2 networks, data units may include a 
MAC address. The MAC address, in combination with a 
VLAN identifier, may specify the output port for the data unit. 
The VLAN identifier may not be relevant to the switching 
described herein, and accordingly, only the MAC address is 
shown in forwarding table 500. 
0038. Each entry in forwarding table 500 may relate a 
MAC address to an output identifier in access switch A2. The 
output identifier may be specified as, for example, a physical 
port (i.e., a single output link) or as an aggregated link (LAG) 
or VLAG. Each LAG link may include one or more member 
links, which may each correspond to a particular output port. 
When a LAG link is the output link, access switch A2 may 
choose one of the members of the LAG at which to forward 
the data unit. The member may be chosen, for example, based 
on a hash of header information in the data unit. 

0039. As shown in forwarding table 500, a number of 
MAC addresses 505,510,515, and 520 may each correspond 
to destination information. Some of the MAC addresses, such 
as MAC addresses 505 and 515, may be destined for a single 
output port (link) at access Switch A2. These may correspond 
to other computing devices 110 connected directly to access 
switch A2. For destination devices connected to other 
Switches, however, the destination may be one that is reached 
over a lag, such as LAG-A2. MAC addresses 510 and 520, for 
example, are addresses that correspond to LAG-A2. The 
members of LAG-A2 are shown in brackets and include: link 
A2N1, link A2N2, link A2N3, and link A2N4. 
0040. The LAGs received from access switches A1, A3, 
and A4 are shown in forwarding table 500 as VLAG-A1, 
VLAG-A3, and VLAG-A4. Initially, the members of the 
VLAGs may be set to be the same as the real LAG (i.e., 
LAG-A2). Further, forwarding table 500 may be initially 
learned based on the real LAG. That is, the VLAGs may not 
initially be associated with any MAC addresses. Although 
VLAG-A1, VLAG-A3, and VLAG-A4 are shown in forward 
ing table 500 as not corresponding to any MAC address, it can 
be appreciated that, in practice, the VLAG may not be 
included in the forwarding table until it is associated with at 
least one MAC address. 
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0041 Referring back to FIG. 4, access switches 320 may 
also receive forwarding table updates corresponding to the 
VLAGs and may correspondingly update the forwarding 
table (block 420). For access switch A2, for example, assume 
that an update is received from a node switch 340, indicating 
that MAC address 520 corresponds to VLAG-A1. In other 
words, MAC address 520 may refer to a computing device 
110 that is connected to access Switch A1. In this situation, 
forwarding table 500 may be updated to reflect that MAC 
address 520 corresponds to VLAG-A1. FIG. 6 is a diagram 
conceptually illustrating a portion of exemplary forwarding 
table 600 after updating MAC address 520 in forwarding 
table 500 to correspond to VLAG-A1. As shown, the desti 
nation for MAC address 520 is now VLAG-A1 instead of 
LAG-A2. 

0042. Initially, because the membership for VLAG-A1 is 
equal to the membership of LAG-A2, the change in destina 
tion for MAC address 520 may have no practical affect on the 
operation of access switch A2. As will be described in more 
detail below, however, the members of LAG-A1, VLAG-A1, 
VLAG-A3, and VLAG-A4 may be separately updated in 
response to link status changes. By associating MAC address 
520 with VLAG-A1, changes in the member links of VLAG 
A1 may be used to avoid sending data units to a node Switch 
340 that is not directly connected to access switch A1. 
0043 Referring back to FIG. 4, it may be determined if 
link failure information is received by access switches 320 
(block 410 NO; and block 425). Node switches 340 may, 
for example, detect failures on any of the individual links with 
access switches 320. In response, node switches 340 may 
propagate information describing the failed link to each of 
access switches 320. Also, when a previously failed switch 
comes back online, node Switches 340 may also propagate 
this information to access switches 320. Alternatively, access 
switches 310 may detect link failure and propagate the link 
failure to other access Switches. 

0044) If link failure information is not received by access 
switches 320 (block 425 NO), operations may return to 
block 410. If link failure information is received by access 
switches 320 (block 425 YES), forwarding tables in access 
switches 320 may be updated to reflect the received link 
failure information (block 430). LAG/VLAG memberships 
may be updated to remove failed links. More specifically, for 
a failed link between access switchX and node switchY, each 
other access switch 320 may modify the members of VLAG 
AX to remove the members that include node Y. In the 
example of forwarding table 600, assume link A1N3 goes 
down and notification of this failure is received by access 
switch A2. In this case, X=1 and Y-3, so VLAG-A1 may be 
modified in access Switch A2 to remove members including 
node 3 (i.e., A2N3). FIG. 7 is a diagram conceptually illus 
trating a portion of exemplary forwarding table 700 after 
updating the memberships of VLAG-A1 in forwarding table 
600. As shown, VLAG-A1 now includes the members: A2N1, 
A2N2, and A2N4. Accordingly, a data unit received at access 
switch A2 and destined for MAC address 520 (which corre 
sponds to a computing device connected to access Switch A1) 
may be switched to either node N1, N2, or N4 on its way to 
access switch A1. Link A1N3 will thus not be used when 
Switching this data unit to access Switch A1. 
0045 FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating operation of access 
switches 320 and node switches 340 in handling a failed link, 
such as exemplary failed link A1N3, as described above. As 
shown, link A1N3 is no longer operational. VLAG-A1, at 
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switch A2, is illustrated after the failed link information is 
propagated to A2. At this point, VLAG-A1 does not include 
A2N3. Data units received at A2 and destined for a device 
connected to A1 will use VLAG-A1. Because VLAG-A1 does 
not include member A2N3, the data unit will be routed to one 
of the other node switches (N1, N2, or N3), which are all still 
directly connected to A1. Without using an updated VLAG, as 
described above, the data unit may be switched to N3 and 
potentially require the data unit to then be switched to N2 or 
N4 before being switched to A1. 
0046. In some implementations, when a link that was not 
connected comes back online, the access switch 320 or node 
switch 340 that is connected to the link may propagate the 
re-establishment of the link to the other access switches 320. 
These access Switches may then re-add the link to the appro 
priate VLAGs. 

CONCLUSION 

0047. As described above, access switches in a switching 
network may keep track of VLAGs corresponding to other 
access switches in the switching network. Members in the 
VLAGs may be removed to reflect failed or non-active links 
associated with the other access Switches. By forwarding 
links based on the VLAGs, extra switching operations in the 
Switch aggregation layer may be avoided. 
0048 While a series of operations has been described with 
regard to FIG. 4, the order of the operations may be varied in 
other implementations consistent with the invention. 
0049. It will also be apparent that aspects described herein 
may be implemented in many different forms of software, 
firmware, and hardware in the implementations illustrated in 
the figures. The actual software code or specialized control 
hardware used to implement aspects described herein is not 
intended to limit the scope of the invention. Thus, the opera 
tion and behavior of the aspects were described without ref 
erence to the specific software code it being understood that 
Software and control hardware can be designed to implement 
the aspects based on the description herein. 
0050. Further, certain aspects described herein may be 
implemented as “logic' or as a “component' that performs 
one or more functions. This logic or component may include 
hardware, such as an application specific integrated circuit or 
a field programmable gate array, or a combination of hard 
ware and Software. 

0051 Even though particular combinations of features are 
recited in the claims and/or disclosed in the specification, 
these combinations are not intended to limit the disclosure of 
the invention. In fact, many of these features may be com 
bined in ways not specifically recited in the claims and/or 
disclosed in the specification. Although each dependent claim 
listed below may directly depend on only one other claim, the 
disclosure of the invention includes each dependent claim in 
combination with every other claim in the claim set. 
0052. No element, act, or instruction used in the descrip 
tion of the invention should be construed as critical or essen 
tial to the invention unless explicitly described as such. Also, 
as used herein, the article “a” is intended to include one or 
more items. Where only one item is intended, the term “one' 
or similar language is used. Further, the phrase “based on is 
intended to mean “based, at least in part, on unless explicitly 
stated otherwise. 
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What is claimed: 
1. A network Switch comprising: 
a plurality of input ports to receive data units, the data units 

including destination addresses each corresponding to 
an intended network destination for the data units: 

a plurality of output ports to transmit the data units from the 
network switch over a respective plurality of output 
links; 

a forwarding table to store a plurality of entries that each 
define a correspondence between one of the destination 
addresses and an output identifier for the network 
Switch, where the output identifier includes an aggre 
gated link that represents a first plurality of possible 
output links or a virtual aggregated link that represents a 
second plurality of possible output links, where the vir 
tual aggregated link is associated with a second network 
Switch; 

logic to receive information indicating that a link corre 
sponding to the second network Switch has failed; and 

logic to, in response to receiving the information indicating 
that the link corresponding to the second network Switch 
has failed, remove selected output links of the second 
plurality of possible output links from the virtual aggre 
gated link. 

2. The network device of claim 1, further comprising: 
logic to change, in response to information received from 

the second network switch, the output identifier from the 
aggregated link to the virtual aggregated link. 

3. The network switch of claim 1, where the logic to 
remove the selected output links further includes: 

logic to select the output links to remove from the virtual 
aggregated link as those of the output links that connect 
the network switch to a third switch that is associated 
with the failed link and the second network switch. 

4. The network switch of claim 1, where the network 
switch and the second network switch include Layer 2 net 
work access Switches that each connect to one or more aggre 
gation Switches. 

5. The network switch of claim 1, where the virtual aggre 
gated link is received at the network Switch from an aggrega 
tion switch connected to the network switch. 

6. The network switch of claim3, where the virtual aggre 
gated link is received at the network Switch from the aggre 
gation switch using Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) 
messaging. 

7. The network switch of claim 3, further comprising: 
logic to initially set the second plurality of possible output 

links of the virtual aggregated link to be equal to the first 
plurality of possible output links. 

8. The network device of claim 1, further comprising: 
logic to Switch the received data units that include a desti 

nation address that corresponds to the second one of the 
output identifiers to one of the second plurality of pos 
sible output links in the virtual aggregated link. 

9. A network switch comprising: 
a plurality of input ports to receive data units, the data units 

including destination addresses each corresponding to 
an intended network destination for the data units: 

a plurality of output ports to transmit the data units from the 
network switch over a respective plurality of output 
links; and 

a forwarding table to store a plurality of entries that each 
define a correspondence between one of the destination 
addresses and an output identifier for the network 
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switch, where at least a first one of the output identifiers 
includes an aggregated link that represents a first plural 
ity of possible output links, and where at least a second 
one of the output identifiers includes a virtual aggre 
gated link, associated with a second network Switch, that 
represents a second plurality of possible output links, 
where destination addresses in the forwarding table for 
the virtual aggregated link correspond to network 
devices connected to the second network Switch. 

10. The network switch of claim 9, further comprising: 
a switch fabric to switch the data units to one of the output 

ports selected based on a lookup of the forwarding table. 
11. The network switch of claim 9, further comprising: 
logic to receive an indication that a link corresponding to 

the second network switch has failed; and 
logic to, in response to the indication that the link corre 

sponding to the second network Switch has failed, 
remove selected output links of the second plurality of 
possible output links from the virtual aggregated link. 

12. The network switch of claim 11, where the logic to 
remove the selected output links further includes: 

logic to select the output links to remove from the virtual 
aggregated link as those of the second plurality of pos 
sible output links that connect the network switch to a 
third switch also connected to the failed link. 

13. The network device of claim 12, where the third switch 
is an aggregation Switch in a Switching system. 

14. The network switch of claim 9, where the network 
switch and the second network switch include Layer 2 net 
work access Switches that each connect to one or more aggre 
gation Switches. 

15. The network switch of claim 9, where the virtual aggre 
gated link is received at the network Switch from an aggrega 
tion switch connected to the network switch. 

16. The network switch of claim 15, where the virtual 
aggregated link is received at the network Switch from the 
aggregation Switch using Link Layer Discovery Protocol 
(LLDP) messaging. 

17. The network switch of claim 16, further comprising: 
logic to initially set the second plurality of possible output 

links of the virtual aggregated link to be equal to the first 
plurality of possible output links. 

18. A method comprising: 
creating, at a Switch in a network, an aggregated link that 

represents a first plurality of possible output links from 
the Switch; 

receiving, at the Switch in the network, a virtual aggregated 
link, associated with a second Switch, the virtual aggre 
gated link representing a second plurality of possible 
output links from the switch; 

implementing, by the Switch, a forwarding table that stores 
correspondences between media access control (MAC) 
addresses and the aggregated link and between the MAC 
addresses and the virtual aggregated link: 

updating, at the Switchin the network and in the forwarding 
table, in response to received update information, corre 
spondences between MAC addresses of computing 
devices connected to the second switch and the virtual 
aggregated link; and 

outputting data units received by the Switch at an output 
port determined based on a lookup into the forwarding 
table. 
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19. The method of claim 18, further comprising: 
receiving, an indication that a link, between the second 

Switch and a third switch, has failed; and 
removing, in response to the received indication, selected 

output links of the second plurality of possible output 
links from the virtual aggregated link. 

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising: 
logic to select the output links to remove from the virtual 

aggregated link as those of the output links that connect 
the network switch to a third switch that is associated 
with the failed link. 

21. The method of claim 18, where the first and second 
Switches include Layer 2 access Switches in a Switching net 
work. 

22. A Switch comprising: 
means for creating an aggregated link that represents a first 

plurality of possible output links from the switch; 
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means for receiving a virtual aggregated link, associated 
with a second Switch, that represents a second plurality 
of possible output links from the switch; 

means for implementing a forwarding table that stores 
correspondences between media access control (MAC) 
addresses and the aggregated link or the virtual aggre 
gated link: 

means for updating the forwarding table to update corre 
spondences between MAC addresses of computing 
devices connected to the second switch and the virtual 
aggregated link; and 

means for outputting data units received by the Switchatan 
output port determined based on a lookup into the for 
warding table. 


